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Invest! Invest in yourself. Invest in your
brand. Invest in the new you. You might

not want to take that leap of faith, but
trust me, you're not reading this for no

reason. You might be indecisive like me,
but I am telling you, I had the best

experience. Coach Jas is such a powerful
woman. Her energy is on another level; A
level that can't be explained. One way to
describe her is a woman of God. Please

don't hesitate to take the class; you're in
great hands.

-Coach E-Mae 



The program provides a lot more information
and support than I could have ever asked for

there to be. I will continue to support The
Greater Me because it has lead me to the

namesake. 
 

I feel as though I have a great sense of what it is
that I need to do in order to be a successful Life
Coach and have a clearer path and direction of

where to actually go within that target
coaching.

 
-Coach Val



Jas is such a great instructor. Her
kindred spirit, gentle tone and

inviting personality really set the tone
for us to be able to learn and grow as a
coach. My confidence about coaching
went from 2 to 2000. She ensured we

were well informed and poured out so
many gems that we could use

throughout life. I so happy God
crossed our paths. -

-Coach Gray



My favorite part of the class was our practice client
homework assignments. We all got a chance to

exhibit our skills. I am in a perfect position with an
excellent foundation to help my clients. I truly

loved this life coaching certification program. My
favorite part of the class was our practice client
homework assignments. We all got a chance to

exhibit our skills. I am in a perfect position with an
excellent foundation to help my clients. 

I truly loved this life coaching certification
program, 

This class will grow you spiritually, emotionally and
educationally. Get ready!

 
-Coach Adrianna

 



I liked everything about this class,
you will not find anything negative or

boring about this class. The
knowledge/the information that you

get are the key factors to becoming
successful as a life coach. My

confidence is on another 
level now.

 
-Coach Roxanne

 



The part I liked most about class was
just the engagement with other black

women and the homework
assignments. The assignments gave

me a mock of how it would be in real
life! Every Saturday I looked forward
to gaining knowledge and learning.
Now, I am pumped, encouraged and

ready to be the best life coach!
 

-Coach Jay



I'm so glad I took this course. 
I searched and searched for the

right certification course and found
Coach Jas. I know now it was

nobody but God and I'm so happy.
I'm equipped and ready to operate
in my purpose as a Certified Coach.

 
-Coach Jaz



I am very confident in my ability
and I know what the next steps are. I
have a clear understanding of what
coaching really is and the different

niches. I also understand what it
takes to be a coach, the consistency,

dedication and time.
-Coach Kenta



Coach Jas is the truth! Going through
this certification has been the best

training I have done. I was blessed by
Coach Jas’ caring spirit and zeal for

helping others. She is deeply
knowledgeable, relatable and a true G-
(Jesus Girl). She has a genuine interest
in seeing you succeed. Being a part of

this savvy, faith-filled group of women
encouragers just made my journey even

more dope! 
-Coach Clark



"The thing I loved most about taking this class, was
Coach Jas's spirit! You could feel her genuine

desire for the ladies in this class to win! You felt the
passion in her delivery of the required information,

and she never made it feel like a teacher/student
setting, but more of a friend who has your best

interest at heart. She made it her responsibility to
ensure we were ready and provided us with the

necessary resources and connections to set us up
for success! This class will be forever impactful on

my life, business, and any future endeavors I
choose to take on. I would highly recommend this
class to anyone who has a passion to help others
and is ready to enter the arena of Life Coaching! 

-Coach Dee



"I really enjoyed the curriculum. Everything was
organized and I appreciate the fact that we stayed on
topic every week. Every week I left feeling prepared

to complete the assigned homework, and felt
comfortable to reach out to coach Jas if i had any

questions or concerns. Although it was a lot of
information that was taught and provided over the

last six weeks I never once felt overwhelmed or
unprepared. I truly learned a lot about life coaching

and myself over the last six weeks.I now feel
confident, hopeful and excited about my future and

endless possibilities as a confidence coach!! Dont
play yourself!! Sign up for this course now!!!" The

value, support and encouragement Coach Jas
provides surpassed my expectations.

-Coach Ashlee


